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The interaction between two 14ß steroids being still unsynthesized and a m odel receptor
binding site is theoretically studied by a molecular m echanics schem e. Both com pounds contain
ing seven-m em bered rings in the 17 ß position are found to form stable hydrogen bonds to the
receptor and can be attributed to be potential inhibitors o f the N a +,K +-ATPase activity. Substan
tial steroid conformational changes necessary for an efficient receptor binding are calculated to
reduce the interaction energy by only 10 kJ m ol“ 1. Therefore, alterations in steroid structure
should be generally taken into consideration in the investigation o f steroid-receptor interactions.

Introduction
Models using the concept of a mainly rigid steroid
geometry are generally applied in quantitative structure-activity relationships (O SA R ) studies of car
diotonic steroids. On this basis, linear correlations
are found between the ability to inhibit the N a+,K +ATPase activity and several steroid characteristics,
e.g. the relative spatial position of the lactone-ring
carbonyl oxygen [1—4], dipole m oments and related
quantities [5, 6], or electrostatic potential energies
m.

In contrast with this assumption of rigid drugmolecule geometry, molecular mechanics calcula
tions are used in this paper to study the possibility of
drug-molecule geometry alterations as a conse
quence of the receptor binding and to evaluate their
corresponding potential energy requirem ents. The
two 14 ß steroids under study possess seven-mem
bered rings as 17ß substituents. For the choice of
these substituents, a concept of a dipolar structure
with a localized negative charge and a positive charge
delocalized in a ti system is used which is usually
found in cardiotonic steroids. This charge separation
gives rise to a strong dipole moment that is also call
ed for in the model suggested by Repke et al. [5, 6].
In addition, the negative charge should be localized
in an appropriate region relative to the steroid back
bone [1—4, 7], Both preconditions may be fulfilled,
for instance, with tropone having a large dipole m o
ment of 4.3 D.
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According to our knowledge, both steroids have
neither been synthesized nor pharmacologically
tested so far. Thus, the present theoretical investiga
tion may give a first indication to their cardiotonic
potency when combined with Q SAR findings.

Computational Methods
Fig. 1 presents the steroids employed in this inves
tigation:
4-(3'ß,14'-dihydroxy-5'ß,14'ß-androstan17'ß-yl)-2,4,6-cycloheptatrien-l-one (tropone com
pound);
5-(3'ß,14'-dihydroxy-5'ß,14'ß-androstan17'ß-yl)-2(7H)-oxepinone (oxepinone compound).
In case of the tropone steroid. X-ray crystallographic
structure data of the free tropone [8] are used to
construct the 17ß side chain. The molecular orbital
CNDO/2 geom etry optimization procedure [9, 10]
has been applied without any structural restrictions
to generate the coordinates for the oxepinone moie
ty. The carbonyl bond length is adjusted to the bufa-

Fig. 1. Investigated 14 ß steroids with numerotation of
carbon atoms: a) tropone com pound; b) oxepinone com 
pound.
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lin value because of the known overestimation of this
distance by the semiempirical CNDO method.
M olecular mechanics calculations are carried out
for the whole steroids with and without being in con
tact with a model receptor H atom which was m ap
ped and denoted HB in [7]. The coordinates of this
receptor hydrogen are kept fixed throughout the
geom etry optimization. This procedure perm its an
uneffected description of the steroid flexibility.
Especially the D-ring geometrical flexibility is of high
interest. Therefore, full relaxation of the atoms
C l l —C18, C20, 0 1 4 , and their corresponding
hydrogens is allowed. Since molecular mechanics
techniques are generally not suitable for conjugated
it systems, the internal coordinates of both 17 ß side
chains are constrained to be undistorted during the
optim ization procedure. No constrains are made on
the internal rotations about the C 17—C20 bonds and
on the exocyclic valence angles at C20.
The total strain energy is minimized up to a con
vergence limit of 0.04 kJ mol-1 and involves the fol
lowing terms: bond stretching, valence and torsional
angle deform ations, electrostatic interactions due
to the monopole approxim ation. Van der Waals
interactions and hydrogen bonds. All molecular
mechanics calculations are executed by means of the
G EM O program [11]. D ata input was simplified by
using the GEM OS program [12] which mainly re
quires the cartesian or fractional coordinates of
atoms. The empirical force field param eters are tak
en from [13—15] and hydrogen-bond potential con
stants from [16] are used. Atomic charges of the 17ß
substituents are determ ined by CNDO/2 com puta
tions. For the receptor hydrogen, a net charge of
+ 0.14 is taken into account corresponding to the
CNDO/2 charge value of a hydroxyl hydrogen.
The total interaction energy of a steroid in contact
with the model receptor binding site is given by the
following equation:
t / heor = £/hb + Ue, + Unb + A Ust.
The first three contributions are due to direct in
teractions between the steroid atoms and the recep
tor H atom: hydrogen bond (/7hb), electrostatic (U cl)
and non-bonded interactions (U nb). A Ust denotes the
energy difference with respect to the changes in
steroid geometry when the steroid-receptor bond is
formed.
All calculations were perform ed on an EC 1040
com puter.

Results and Discussion
In case of the free tropone steroid, two minimum
conform ations with respect to the 17 ß side chain
orientation are calculated by molecular mechanics.
The obtained C 13—C 17—C 20—C21 torsional angles
of 88.7° and —97.4° agree well with values deter
mined by X-ray structure analyses or other calcula
tions for cardiotonic steroids [2, 17, 18]. The (C26.
O 14) conformation is found to be more stable by
2.8 kJ m ol-1 than the (C 21, 0 1 4 ) conformation. In
terestingly, this is not accompanied by striking differ
ences in the exocyclic valence angles at C20 as de
tected in bufalin [17] and in cardenolides [18, 19].
The energy gain is mainly due to a 2.1° smaller
valence angle C 16—C 1 7 —C20, a slightly different
torsional angle C 14—C 15 —C 16—C17, and a more
favourable Van der Waals interaction between the
17ß substituent and the C16 region.
However, the strain energy difference calculated is
so small that both conformers can be regarded as
possibly interacting with the receptor binding site.
For the further discussion, only that conformation is
considered in which the carbonyl oxygen atom is lo
cated close to the model receptor H atom; namely
the (C21, 0 1 4 ) conform ation.
The various potential energy contributions for the
steroid-receptor model interactions are presented in
Table I. Similar data are evaluated for both steroids.
The values of the total interaction energy indicate
the ability to form stable hydrogen bonds. A ccord
ingly, an activity comparable to that of strophanthi
din can be theoretically estimated considering the
data given in [7],
How ever, this large binding energy could only be
achieved by substantial changes in the steroid
geom etry induced by the receptor binding. For illus
tration, a com puter-generated PLUTO [20] drawing
of the oxepinone com pound is shown in Fig. 2. It is
interesting and highly im portant for a sufficient bind
ing energy that all these steroid structural alterations
only require an energy of about 10 kJ mol-1 as can be
taken from Table I. This potential energy effort is
mainly due to torsional angle deformations in the
D-ring region. The most striking changes are deter
mined in the torsional angles C 13—C 14—C 15 —
C 16 and C 1 4 - C 1 5 - C 1 6 - C 17. For both free
steroids, a 14ß-envelope D-ring conformation is cal
culated as it is generally observed in cardiotonic
steroids by X-ray crystallography [17]. The following
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Fig. 2. Superposition of geom etry-optim ized oxepinone steroid m olecules in stereoscopic view: free m olecule (thick line),
m olecule in contact with model receptor H atom (thin solid line), hydrogen bond (dotted line).

Table I. Calculated energies in kJ • mol 1 for the interac
tion o f steroid m olecules with the model receptor hydrogen
atom.
Energy contribution

Tropone
O xepinone
com pound com pound

Total interaction energy (£/,hcHr)
Energy due to hydrogen bond
potentials ( Uhb)
Electrostatic energy due to
m onopole interactions ( Ucl)
Van der Waals interaction
energy (U nb)
Energy of changes in steroid
geom etry ( A t /st)

- 2 0 .8

- 1 8 .0

- 2 4 .8

- 2 5 .6

- 9 .3

- 7 .8

+ 3 .7

+ 5.7

+ 9 .6

+ 9.7

param eters describing the D-ring conformation are
obtained by molecular mechanics: phase angle
of pseudorotation [21] A = —39.7°, asymmetry
param eters [22]: ACS(C14) = 1.8° and A C 2(C16) =
23.8°. In case of the oxepinone steroid, the D-ring
conformation is altered into an interm ediate between
14ß-envelope and 13a,14ß-half chair when the
steroid-receptor bond is formed (A = —16.7°,
A C S(C 14) = 8.3°, A C2(C16) = 9.3°). Besides con
formational changes, deformations of the C14 —
C 15 —C 16 and C 16—C 17—C20 valence angles being
slightly favourable in energy are com puted as well.
As in every geometry optimization m ethod, no in
formation can be obtained if the geometry d eter
mined corresponds to the global or a local minimum
of the potential-energy hypersurface. Thus, it is pos
sible that other steroid-receptor complex arrange
ments with even more favourable interaction ener
gies exist. But with regard to the crude receptor
model applied, it could not be the aim of the present

investigation to evaluate a highly sophisticated de
scription of the receptor-drug complex structure
which is, m oreover, better imaginable in a mutual
adaptation of both the steroid and the receptor. It
should rather be dem onstrated that conformational
changes in the steroid molecule must be taken into
account in considering the receptor binding and that
structure-activity relationships should be better
based on relaxed structures. That is, an “induced fit”
approach for steroid structure is recommendable in
stead of "lock and key” models. In addition, the cal
culations show both steroids under study to be able
to form such hydrogen bonds which suggest, from a
theoretical point of view, a considerable activity in
N a+,K +-ATPase inhibition.
The last finding can be supported by the applica
tion of other Q SA R correlations. With regard to the
model outlined by Fullerton et al. [ 1—3], relative carbonyl-oxygen distances to digitoxigenin of 126 pm
and 124 pm are found for the free tropone and
oxepinone steroid, respectively. According to the
relationships presented by Shamovsky et al. [4], the
analogous distances relative to bufalin are deter
mined to be 108 pm and 105 pm. All these data are
in the range of those for good N a^,K +-ATPase in
hibitors.
In addition to the fact that the compounds under
consideration are novel, possibly cardioactive
steroids, a comparative experimental investigation of
both substances could clarify the role of the ring
oxygen in the receptor binding. According to the
theoretical models applied, the influence of this
oxygen atom is negligible. However, this is not yet
experim entally verified for lactone-ring containing
steroids.
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